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Heat Shock Proteins In The Retina: Focus On Hsp70 and Alpha 
Crystallins In Ganglion Cell Survival

Natik Piri1,2,*, Jacky MK Kwong1, Lei Gu1, and Joseph Caprioli1,2

1Stein Eye Institute, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90095, USA

2Brain Research Institute, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90095, USA

Abstract

Heat shock proteins (HSPs) belong to a superfamily of stress proteins that are critical constituents 

of a complex defense mechanism that enhances cell survival under adverse environmental 

conditions. Cell protective roles of HSPs are related to their chaperone functions, antiapoptotic and 

antinecrotic effects. HSPs' antiapoptotic and cytoprotective characteristics, their ability to protect 

cells from a variety of stressful stimuli, and the possibility of their pharmacological induction in 

cells under pathological stress make these proteins an attractive therapeutic target for various 

neurodegenerative diseases; these include Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, Huntington's, prion disease, 

and others. This review discusses the possible roles of HSPs, particularly HSP70 and small HSPs 

(alpha A and alpha B crystallins) in enhancing the survival of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) in 

optic neuropathies such as glaucoma, which is characterized by progressive loss of vision caused 

by degeneration of RGCs and their axons in the optic nerve. Studies in animal models of RGC 

degeneration induced by ocular hypertension, optic nerve crush and axotomy show that 

upregulation of HSP70 expression by hyperthermia, zinc, geranyl-geranyl acetone, 17-AAG (a 

HSP90 inhibitor), or through transfection of retinal cells with AAV2-HSP70 effectively supports 

the survival of injured RGCs. RGCs survival was also stimulated by overexpression of alpha A 

and alpha B crystallins. These findings provide support for translating the HSP70- and alpha 

crystallin-based cell survival strategy into therapy to protect and rescue injured RGCs from 

degeneration associated with glaucomatous and other optic neuropathies.
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1. Introduction

Heat shock proteins (HSPs) were discovered serendipitously in 1962 by Ritossa in 

unintentionally overheated drosophila (Ritossa, 1996). HSPs belong to a superfamily of 

stress proteins, which also include glucose regulating proteins, ubiquitin and the lectin 

chaperones calnexin and calreticulin. Stress proteins, and HSPs in particular, are critical 

constituents of a complex defense mechanism that enhances cell survival under adverse 

environmental conditions. HSPs are highly conserved and are present in all cells in all life 

forms. They comprise a very heterogeneous group of proteins with significant overlap in 

functions. These proteins are classified according to their molecular weight into six families: 

small HSP (12–43 kDa; HSPB), HSP40 (DNAJ), HSP60 (HSPD), HSP70 (HSPA), HSP90 

(HSPC), and HSP110 (HSPH; Kampinga et al., 2009). HSPs are expressed and function in 

cells under normal conditions as molecular chaperones. These proteins play a critical role in 

protein homeostasis by assisting protein folding, the assembly and disassembly of protein 

complexes, protein repair or degradation, reduction of protein aggregation, subcellular 

localization of newly synthesized proteins to target organelles, protein transport across 

membranes, synaptic transmission, and cytoskeletal organization (Fig. 1; Zimmerman and 

Minton, 1993; Saibil, 2000; Schröder and Kaufman, 2005; Gottesman, 2003; Ohtsuka and 

Hata, 2000; Muchowski and Wacker, 2005; Stetler et al., 2010).

Stressful stimuli such as hyperthermia (Morimoto et al., 1990; Ostberg et al., 2002), 

hypothermia (Cullen and Sarge, 1997), ischemia (Richard et al., 1996), hypoxia (Patel et al., 

1995), depletion of ATP (Gabai and Kabakov, 1994), free radicals (Kukreja et al., 1994), 

desiccation (Hayward et al.,2004), viral infection (Collins and Hightower, 1982; Buccellato 

et al., 2007), steroid hormones (Norton and Latchman, 1989), and ethanol (Plesset et al, 

1982) induce expression of HSPs, which in turn assist in the refolding of denatured proteins 

and facilitate the synthesis of new proteins to repair damage. Moreover, HSPs can suppress 

apoptotic pathways by interacting with the proteins associated with signal transduction in 

active cell death (Fig. 2). Stress-induced HSP expression requires activation of heat shock 

factors (HSFs) that in turn bind to the heat shock promoter elements and activate HSP 

transcription (Fig. 3). Plants and vertebrates, unlike yeast and Drosophila, have multiple 

HSFs. The mammalian HSF family include HSF1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Y and X (Westerheide et al., 

2012). Moreover, functionally distinct HSF isoforms generated by alternative splicing allow 

for an additional regulatory control of HSP gene expression. In vertebrates, HSF1 has been 

identified as the principal transcription factor (TF) responsible for the regulation of stress-

induced HSP expression. HSF1 has demonstrated DNA binding activity, oligomerization, 

and nuclear localization in response to various environmental stress conditions (Baler et al., 

1993; Sarge et al., 1993; Kawazoe et al., 1998). Fibroblasts derived from HSF1-deficient 

mice had no stress-induced activation of HSP gene transcription, indicating the essential role 

of HSF1 in the heat shock response (McMillan et al., 1998). Under normal conditions, HSF1 

is present in an inert monomeric state, which is supported through transient interactions with 

chaperones such as HSP70, HSP90 and HSP40 (Fig. 3; Knauf et al., 1996; Kline and 

Morimoto, 1997). During stress, the emergence of misfolded or aggregated proteins that 

compete with HSF for association with HSP70 (or HSP90), leads to the dissociation of HSP-

HSF complexes and the released HSF1 assembles into trimers able to bind DNA. 
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Acquisition of a transcriptionally inert DNA binding competent state follows by stress-

inducible phosphorylation associated with transcriptional activation of HSF1 (Fig. 3). This 

leads to inducible transcription of HSP genes, synthesis, and accumulation of HSPs, in 

particular HSP70 and HSP90. Attenuation of the stress-induced response leads to direct 

binding of HSP70 or HSP90 and HSP40 to HSF1 and suppression of its transcriptional 

activity. Furthermore, besides the feedback regulation of HSF1 by HSPs, the HSF1 is 

negatively regulated by HSF binding protein 1, which interacts with both HSF and HSP. 

Inactivation of HSF1 leads to the dissociation of trimers into HSF1 inert monomers (Ali et 

al., 1998; Zuo et al., 1995).

HSF2 and HSF4 appear to be involved in the crosstalk with HSF1, but neither HSF2 nor 

HSF4 can functionally replace HSF1 or restore the heat shock induced response in HSF1-

deficient mice or in cells derived from these animals (McMillan et al., 1998). HSF2 is 

reported to be involved in the regulation of development- and differentiation-specific gene 

expression and is not activated in response to stress stimuli. HSF4 has no carboxyl-terminal 

heptad repeat domain that is essential for the suppression of the trimer formation. 

Consequently, HSF4 could have constitutive DNA binding activity, which was shown in 
vitro (Tanabe et al., 1999). However, no HSF4 constitutive binding to the human HSP70 

promoter was detected in vivo (Abravaya et al., 1991). HSF4 is required for lens 

development; mutations of HSF4 lead to cataractogenesis (Fujimoto et al., 2004; Bu et al., 

2002). HSF3, 5, X and Y are thus far poorly characterized (Westerheide et al., 2012).

This review focuses on the cell protective roles of HSP70 and alpha crystallins in animal 

models of retinal ganglion cell (RGC) degeneration and considers the possibility of 

developing HSP-based therapeutic strategies for chronic degenerative optic neuropathies, 

such as glaucoma. These strategies are supported by an overwhelming number of studies, 

which demonstrate the role of HSPs, and particularly HSP70, in enhancing cell survival in 

models of various neurodegenerative diseases, some of which are described here.

2. The HSP70 superfamily

The HSP70 (HSPA) family is represented in the human genome by 13 members including 

constitutively expressed HSC70 (HSPA8), as well as the stress-inducible HSP70-1 

(HSPA1A, also known as HSP72 and HSPA1) and HSP70-2 (HSPA1B). The HSPA1A and 

HSPA1B genes are located in tandem along an approximately 15 kb region of human 

chromosome 6p23.1. Proteins (641 amino acids) encoded by these intronless genes are 

different by only two amino acids and are believed to be fully interchangeable (Kampinga et 

al., 2009). In this review, we refer to HSPA1A/HSPA1B as HSP70. This protein is present in 

the cytosol, nucleus and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and is synthesized at high levels in 

response to cellular insults. HSP70 has been recognized as a potential cell-protective protein 

ever since it was originally described (Livak et al., 1975). A number of studies have shown 

that HSP70 overexpression protects cells from both apoptotic and necrotic death induced by 

various insults (Jaattela, 1999; Buzzard et al., 1998). However, it must be acknowledged that 

even cells with high HSP70 expression may either survive or die, depending on the severity 

of injury. This indicates that HSP70 expression may be necessary but is not always sufficient 

to ensure cell survival. Numerous studies have been published on the neuroprotective role of 
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HSP70, but the exact mechanism of neuroprotection by this stress protein remains unknown. 

The cell protective role of HSP70 could be related to its chaperone functions, or a result of 

its antiapoptotic and antinecrotic effects (Figs. 1 and 2). HSP70 inhibits c-Jun N-terminal 

kinase (JNK)-dependent and p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling 

pathways (Gabai et al., 1997; Park et al., 2001a), blocks the assembly of a functional 

apoptosome by binding to apoptotic protease activating factor 1 and preventing the 

recruitment of caspases to the apoptosome complex (Beere et al., 2000), and inhibits 

caspase-independent cell death by interacting with apoptosis inducing factor (Matsumori et 

al., 2005).

3. HSP70 in neurodegenerative diseases

3.1. HSP70 and neurodegenerations associated with toxicity from misfolded/aggregated 
proteins

Several human neurodegenerative diseases are caused by protein misfolding and 

aggregation. These include: Alzheimer disease (AD), Parkinson disease (PD), amyotrophic 

lateral sclerosis, prion diseases [Creutzfeld-Jacob Disease, Gerstmann-Straussler-Scheinker 

syndrome, fatal familial insomnia, Kuru, Alpers syndrome], polyglutamine (polyQ) diseases 

[Huntington disease (HD), spinocerebellar ataxias (SCA), also known as Machado-Joseph 

disease, spinobulbar muscular atrophy (SBMA or Kennedy disease), and 

dentatorubropallidoluysian atrophy].

Overexpression of HSP70, in combination with HSP40, has been shown to reduce an 

accumulation of abnormal polyQ protein and to increase cell survival in a variety of cellular 

models of polyQ diseases (Cummings et al., 1998; Kobayashi et al., 2000; Wyttenbach et al., 

2001). According to the “chaperone hypothesis of polyQ disease”, the normal endogenous 

levels of HSP70/HSP40 may be sufficient to control the damaging effects of polyQ-

expanded proteins for decades. However, the balance between cellular chaperone capacity 

and production of polyQ-expanded proteins may be shifted during aging, leading to toxic 

aggregation pathways and subsequently triggering the onset of disease (Muchowski et al., 

2000). The beneficial effects of HSP70 have been verified in studies with mouse models of 

polyQ diseases (Cummings et al., 2001; Li et al., 1998a), suggesting that this chaperone may 

have a broad protective effect against the toxicity associated with protein misfolding, 

oligomerization, and aggregation. In a mouse model of SCA, characterized by loss of motor 

coordination caused by the degeneration of Purkinje cells and brain stem neurons, 

overexpression of HSP70 suppresses neuronal degeneration and improves motor function. 

Cerebella of crossbred SCA1 mice with over-expression of inducible HSP70 demonstrated 

numerous Purkinje cells with thicker and more arborized dendritic branches than SCA1 

neurons (Cummings et al., 2001). The effect of increasing HSP70 expression was studied in 

a mouse model for SBMA, an inherited motor neuron disease caused by the expansion of the 

polyQ. In SBMA, nuclear inclusions containing mutant androgen receptor protein were 

found mostly in the brainstem motor nuclei and spinal motor neurons (Li et al., 1998a; Li et 

al., 1998b). Nuclear inclusions, which are common pathological features in polyQ diseases, 

are co-localized with many components of ubiquitin-proteasome and molecular chaperones 

and indicate that misfolding, aggregation and altered degradation of the mutant protein are 
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associated with the pathogenesis of polyQ diseases (Stenoien et al., 1999; Waelter et al., 

2001). SBMA transgenic mice that were cross-bred with HSP70 overexpressing mice 

showed considerable amelioration of motor function. The level of mutant androgen receptor 

protein was significantly reduced, suggesting efficient degradation of mutant androgen 

receptor protein (Adachi et al., 2003).

HSP70 is protective against polyQ-induced toxicity in HD models (Carmichael et al., 2000; 

Sittler et al., 2001; Dedeoglu et al., 2002). Striatal lesion sizes were evaluated in 

homozygous (HSP70+/+), heterozygous (HSP70+/−) and wild-type controls neurotoxicity 

induced by malonate and 3-nitropropionic acid (3-NP) in animal models of HD which 

received 3-NP or malonate (Dedeoglu et al., 2002). Compared to homozygous and 

heterozygous HSP70 overexpressing mice, controls showed significantly larger striatal 

lesions after 3-NP or malonate injections. In contrast, ubiquitous overexpression of HSP70 

in the R6/2 mouse model of HD has no effect on the solubility of aggregates and does not 

alter the course of the neurological phenotype (Hay et al., 2004).

Protein misfolding, aggregation, and inability to degrade specific neuronal proteins in 

addition to mitochondrial dysfunction and oxidative stress, were implicated in the 

pathogenesis of PD, a movement disorder characterized by degeneration of dopaminergic 

neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta. The potential beneficial effects of HSP70 

gene therapy for the treatment of PD was shown in the 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-

tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) mouse model of idiopathic PD (Dong et al., 2005). Histological, 

biochemical, and behavioral data showed that recombinant adeno-associated virus (AAV) 

mediated delivery of HSP70 to dopamine neurons protects the dopaminergic system against 

MPTP-induced neuron loss. Directed expression of HSP70 prevented dopaminergic neuronal 

loss associated with α-synuclein (a protein implicated in the pathogenesis of PD) toxicity in 

Drosophila model for PD. In contrast, when chaperone function was compromised the α-

synuclein-induced dopaminergic neuronal loss was enhanced (Auluck et al., 2002). By 

crossing α-synuclein transgenic mice with HSP70-overexpressing mice, a significant 

reduction in high molecular weight and insoluble α-synuclein species was observed. This 

indicates that HSP70 can alter α-synuclein misfolding and protect against the development 

of abnormal α-synuclein aggregation (Klucken et al., 2004).

3.2. HSP70 and neurodegeneration induced by ischemia

Although the endogenous level of inducible HSP70 in the brain is increased in response to 

stress such as ischemia (Nowak, 1990; Sharp et al., 1991; Planas et al., 1997), boosting the 

levels of HSP70 reduces brain injury in rat stroke models of both global and focal ischemia 

(Kelly et al., 2002; Davis and Antonawich, 1997; Yenari et al., 1998; Martin et al., 2000; 

Kelly et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2001). Twenty-four hours after occlusion of the middle 

cerebral artery in transgenic mice constitutively expressing the human inducible HSP70, 

hippocampal pyramidal neurons had normal morphology with no evidence of pyknosis, 

whereas in the wild-type control mice, pyramidal neurons of the ipsilateral hippocampus 

were found to be pyknotic (Plumier et al., 1997). In a similar study, the extent of cerebral 

infarction was analyzed in heterozygous transgenic mice overexpressing the rat HSP70 and 

their wild type littermates were subjected to permanent focal cerebral ischemia by 
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intraluminal blockade of the middle cerebral artery. The HSP70 transgenic mice were 

protected against cerebral infarction at 6 and 24 hours after the procedure, suggesting that 

HSP70 can protect the brain against ischemic damage (Rajdev et al., 2000). HSP70 gene 

transfer into the striatum with adenovirus vectors was also reported to reduce ischemic 

neuronal damage resulting from global cerebral ischemia in mice (Kelly et al., 2001). 

Furthermore, pharmacological stimulation of HSP70 and HSP25 expression by 

geldanamycin protected neurons in the brain from focal ischemia and improved post-

ischemic behavioral outcomes (Lu et al., 2002).

4. HSP70 and RGC survival

4.1. HSPs and challenges in developing clinically relevant neuroprotection for glaucoma

The degeneration of RGCs and their axons in the optic nerve is the cause of visual deficits in 

optic neuropathies; this includes glaucoma, which affects millions of people and if left 

untreated can lead to blindness. Chronic forms of the disease usually progress over years or 

decades. Currently, reduction of intraocular pressure (IOP) remains the main strategy to slow 

progression of the disease. However, glaucomatous neuropathy often continues to progress 

even after IOP has been reduced, especially in advanced cases of the disease. It is clear that 

new strategies are required to supplement or even replace IOP reduction in some patients to 

decrease rate of RGCs loss and subsequent visual disability. Since the exact molecular 

pathways of RGC death are not yet understood, several directions of RGC neuroprotection 

are being investigated, including supplying neurotrophins (Mansour-Robaey et al., 1994; 

Cheng et al., 2002; Martin et al., 2003), blocking glutamate excitotoxicity (Hare et al., 2001; 

Schori et al., 2001), overexpressing proteins regulating the cellular redox state (Munemasa et 

al., 2009a) stabilizing Ca2+ homeostasis (Zhang et al., 2003; Wood et al., 2003; Hains et al., 

2005), inhibiting nitric oxide production (Le and Lipton, 2001; Neufeld et al., 2002), 

preventing apoptosis (McKinnon et al., 2002; Huang et al., 2005), and modulating 

immunologic status (Anderson et al., 2005; Bakalash et al., 2003). Although many of these 

strategies protect RGCs in the laboratory setting, they were primarily designed as proof of 

principle studies and targeted a specific protein or pathway associated with glaucomatous 

neurodegeneration in animal models. One of these strategies aimed at reducing 

excitotoxicity with memantine (an N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor antagonist) has been 

evaluated in clinical trials, but has unfortunately showed no benefit in preserving visual 

function compared with IOP reduction alone (Allergan Press Release, 2008). One of the 

main challenges in designing effective and clinically relevant therapies for glaucoma is the 

multifactorial nature of the pathogenesis of the disease. Targeting specific molecular 

pathways may be beneficial for small subsets of patients, but not for all. Furthermore, 

multiple pathways may be involved in the progression of the disease in the same patient 

simultaneously or at different times. Therefore, targeted therapies may prove to be effective 

in personalized medicine tailored to the individual patient based on detailed information 

about the mechanisms involved in the pathogenesis of his/her disease. Until this information 

is available, enhancing the overall cell defense mechanisms, rather than targeting specific 

factors or pathways, may be a more viable strategy to protect RGCs. We believe that 

HSP70's antiapoptotic and cytoprotective characteristics, its ability to protect cells from a 

variety of stressful stimuli, and the possibility of its pharmacological induction in cells 
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experiencing stress make this protein an attractive therapeutic target for this disease. Several 

studies briefly described here support the idea that stimulation of HSP70 expression may be 

beneficial to the survival of RGCs.

4.2. HSP70 protects RGCs from ocular hypertension- and optic nerve crush-induced injury

A rat model of experimental glaucoma to evaluate the protective effects of HSP70 induced 

by heat shock, zinc and geranylgeranylacetone (GGA) was generated by trabecular laser 

photocoagulation. A moderate elevation of IOP was sustained over 8 weeks (Ueda et al., 

1998; Park et al., 2001b). Glaucomatous changes in this model have been characterized by 

evaluating RGC density with retrograde labeling, grading optic nerve injury, cell counting in 

the ganglion cell layer (GCL) of cresyl-violet-stained retinas, and counting terminal 

deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling-positive apoptotic cells in the GCL 

(Ueda et al., 1998; Park et al., 2001b; Ishii et al., 2003). The histopathological studies were 

performed 1 day, 3 days, and 1, 2, 4, 5 and 8 weeks after IOP elevation. The earliest 

statistically significant RGC loss of 8%-13% in this model was observed two weeks after 

IOP elevation. Reduction in RGC numbers reached 20%-27% and approximately 45% by 

five and eight weeks after IOP elevation, respectively, compared to control eyes (Park et al., 

2001b; Ishii et al., 2003; Piri et al., 2007). One week after IOP elevation, a mild drop-out of 

RGCs in the GCL was observed and irregularity of astrocytic columns and axons in optic 

nerve head was noted. Electron microscopic examination revealed degeneration of RGC 

bodies and their axons with various features at the level of lamina cribrosa in the optic nerve 

head such as accumulation of organelles in scattered axons starting at 3 days, and swollen 

axoplasm, demyelination and swollen mitochondria (Fig. 4).

RGCs' susceptibility to damage in glaucoma is almost certainly associated with more than 

one risk factor. Risk factors sufficient for or contributing to the development of the disease 

may vary by glaucoma type and from patient to patient within the same subtype of the 

disease, as well as in the same individual over time. These factors determine not only the 

likelihood of developing the disease, but also the severity and the rate of its progression. The 

multifactorial nature and a limited knowledge about the causative and contributing factors in 

human glaucoma present a major challenge in designing and generating appropriate animal 

models, which in turn creates an enormous obstacle for studying the mechanisms of 

glaucomatous neurodegeneration as well as developing new therapeutic strategies for this 

disease. The elevated IOP model described above is traditionally used as a model for 

glaucoma. However, this model represents only one, although important, risk factor 

associated with glaucoma and even if an effective therapy is developed in this model, such 

therapy may not target mechanisms unrelated to IOP elevation. From the standpoint of 

designing new neuroprotective strategies to control the progression of glaucomatous 

damage, it is important to target non-IOP components of glaucoma pathophysiology since 

the desired IOP levels can often be achieved by an array of currently available medications 

and surgical procedures. Since the HSP70-based RGC protective strategy is predicted to be 

effective against various types of stress or cellular damage, the role of this protein in 

stimulation of cell survival was assessed not only in animals with ocular hypertension (OH) 

but also in animals with optic nerve crush (ONC)-induced RGC degeneration. Although the 

ONC model is not typically considered a model for glaucoma, the mechanisms involved in 
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the RGC degeneration after axonal injury may be relevant to both IOP-dependent and IOP-

independent components of glaucomatous pathophysiology. Results of the studies on the 

effect of pharmacological (17-allylamino-17-demethoxygeldanamycin, 17-AAG) and viral-

mediated induction of HSP70 on survival of RGC with axonal injury are briefly discussed 

here.

4.2.1. HSP70 induction by hyperthermia—A brief period of hyperthermia (heat stress) 

in cultured cells as well as in the whole animal correlates with enhanced cell survival upon 

further stress. For instance, heat stress effectively induces HSP70 expression in the retina 

and significantly decreases photoreceptor degeneration in animals exposed to bright light 

compared to normothermic animals (Barbe et al., 1988; Tytell et al., 1994). This cell 

resistance to damage was associated with hyperthermia-induced synthesis and accumulation 

of HSPs. To test the effect of hyperthermia on survival of RGCs injured by elevated IOP, 

anesthetized rats were treated with heat stress by placing them in a water bath at a constant 

temperature of 42°C (Park et al., 2001b). Their body temperatures were continuously 

monitored and upon reaching 40°C animals were kept in the bath for 15 minutes. The 

average RGC densities at four weeks after IOP elevation were 890 cells/mm2 for the control 

group, 1318 cells/mm2 for the heat stress group and 1069 cells/mm2 for the heat stress plus 

quercetin injection group. An increase in the immunoreactivity of HSP70 was present in 

RGCs purified from heat-stressed rats compared with control animals. The expression of 

HSP70 in RGCs from heat-stressed rats was inhibited when these rats were pretreated with 

quercetin (400 mg/kg; an inhibitor of HSP synthesis) before heat stress. These data indicate 

that hyperthermia supports the survival of RGCs damaged by OH and that hyperthermia-

mediated cell protection depends on the upregulation of HSP70 expression.

4.2.2. HSP70 induction by zinc sulfate—Zinc is a ubiquitous element in the cell and is 

the second (after calcium) most abundant divalent cation in organisms. As a structural or 

catalytic component of more than 300 enzymes, zinc plays an important role in regulating 

cellular processes, including communication, proliferation, differentiation, and survival. 

Zinc deficiency can lead to various pathological conditions while its excess is toxic. Zinc 

concentration is tightly regulated by zinc transporters: ZnTs [members of the solute-linked 

carrier 30 transporter family] reduce cytosolic zinc concentration and ZIPs [members of the 

solute-linked carrier 39 family] increase it. In the brain, zinc is concentrated in synaptic 

vesicles of glutamatergic neurons (Paoletti et al., 2009; Marger et al., 2014). During active 

neurotransmission, zinc release into the synaptic cleft is increased. Zinc has been reported to 

be a potent inducer of HSP70 expression and although the exact mechanism of zinc 

induction of HSP70 is unknown, it has been proposed that translocation of synaptic zinc to 

postsynaptic neurons in the hippocampus induces HSP70 expression (Lee et al., 2000). The 

ability to induce Hsp70 expression together with its low toxicity compared with other 

transition metals were essential factors in choosing zinc to evaluate HSP70-mediated RGC 

protection from glaucomatous damage (Choi and Koh, 1998). To stimulate HSP70 

expression, animals with experimental glaucoma were treated with intraperitoneal injection 

of 10 mg/kg of zinc sulfate twice a week, which, as expected, did not show any systemic 

side effects during the 4-week study period. This regimen for zinc treatment was chosen 

based on a previously published study showing no noticeable pathologic changes in rats 
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receiving 16 mg/kg of zinc daily for 32 weeks (Klosterhalfen et al., 1997). In a human 

clinical study, patients with macular degeneration were treated with an oral dose of 200 mg 

of zinc sulfate daily for 2 years with no significant adverse effects (Newsome et al., 1988). 

The average density of RGCs was increased from about 890 cells/mm2 in a control group to 

1600 cells/mm2 in the zinc-injected group 4 weeks after IOP elevation (Park et al., 2001b). 

This approximately 80% increase in RGC survival was associated with the induction of 

HSP70 expression in zinc-treated animals. The involvement of HSP70 in RGC protection 

was further demonstrated in animals injected with quercetin, which diminished the HSP70 

expression and significantly decreased the number of surviving RGCs in the zinc-treated 

group (Park et al., 2001b). Zinc sulfate-induced upregulation of HSP72 was associated with 

blockage of the stress-activated protein kinase SAPK/JNK apoptotic pathway, and 

consequently with enhanced RGC and lateral geniculate nucleus neuron survival in rat 

glaucoma model (Li et al., 2014).

4.2.3. HSP70 induction by GGA—GGA (or Teprenone) is an acylic polyisoprenoid used 

in Japan and other Asian countries for the treatment of gastric ulcers under the brand name 

Selbex since 1984. In multiple animal models of ischemia and reperfusion, GGA prevents 

oxidative stress in the liver, heart, brain, kidney, and retina (Ohkawara et al., 2006; Tanito et 

al., 2005; Suzuki et al., 2005; Zhao et al., 2013; He et al., 2015). GGA's cytoprotective effect 

was associated primarily with induction of HSP70, as well as stimulation of the thioredoxin 

system (Patury et al., 2009; Hirota et al., 2002). The effect of GGA on induction of HSP70 

expression and its correlation with RGC survival was evaluated in rats with induced 

glaucoma (Ishii et al., 2003). Animals in this study were treated with daily intraperitoneal 

injections of GGA at a dose of 200 mg/kg. HSP70 expression levels were analyzed at 1, 3 

and 7 days after GGA administration. An increase in HSP70 expression in RGCs isolated 

from GGA-treated animals was detected as early as one day after drug administration and 

was significantly higher at days 3 and 7. The survival of RGCs 5 weeks after IOP elevation 

was increased by almost 60% in the GGA-injected group compared to controls. A possible 

correlation between HSP70 induction and RGC survival was evaluated by coadministration 

of quercetin, an inhibitor of HSP70 expression. Inhibition of HSP70 expression abolished 

the RGC protective effect of GGA against OH. Systemic administration of GGA protects 

retina from chronic IOP elevation by regulating the expression of HSP70. GGA-induced 

upregulation of HSP70 and RGC protection in chronic IOP elevation was also observed by 

Liu et al. (2010). Results of these experiments suggest that although GGA may promote cell 

survival by modulation of different pathways, the mechanisms involved in its protection of 

RGCs from elevated IOP strongly depend on the induction of HSP70 expression.

4.2.4. HSP70 induction by 17-AAG—17-AAG (a derivative of the antibiotic 

geldanamycin) is a potent Hsp90 inhibitor that specifically binds to Hsp90's ATP-binding 

site and modulates its function (Whitesell et al., 1994; Prodromou et al., 1997; Pratt and 

Toft, 2003; Giubellino et al., 2013). The binding of these drugs to HSP90 facilitates the 

dissociation and activation of HSF1, which forms a complex with HSP90 in the resting cells 

(Figs. 3 and 5A). Upon its activation, which involves trimerization, phosphorylation, and 

nuclear translocalization, HSF1 binds to the heat shock response elements in HSP promoters 

and induces transcription of various HSPs (Neef et al., 2011). The ability of HSP90 
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inhibitors (including 17-AAG) to imitate the cellular heat shock response and induce the 

expression of HSPs (HSP70 in particular) has been associated with their cell protective 

effects in various models of degenerative diseases (McLean et al., 2004; Waza et al., 2005; 

Batulan et al., 2006; Fujikake et al., 2008; Putcha et al., 2010; Tam et al., 2010). This was 

the main rationale in our study to evaluate the effect of 17-AAG on the survival of RGCs 

after axonal injury. Another important factor in choosing this drug is that 17-AAG, as a 

potent HSP90 inhibitor, has been extensively studied in cancer research as a new strategy for 

the proteosomal degradation of HSP90 client oncoproteins and has been tested in several 

Phase II clinical trials in patients with various types of advanced or metastatic cancer (Heath 

et al., 2008; Gartner et al., 2012; Pacey et al., 2012; Ronnen et al., 2006). These studies 

provide important information about the maximum tolerated dose, potential toxicity, and 

bioavailability of the drugs used to design our experiments. Recently, we have evaluated the 

effect of 17-AAG-mediated upregulation of HSP70 on the survival of RGCs injured by ONC 

(Kwong et al., 2015). The extent of RGC loss in these animals was evaluated by counting 

RGCs labeled with Rbpms (RNA-binding protein with multiple splicing), an RGC marker 

identified and characterized in our laboratory (Fig. 6; Kwong et al., 2010). A single 

intravitreal injection of 17-AAG (4 ul; 0.2 ug/ul) increased survival of ONC-injured RGCs 

by approximately 50% compared to the vehicle-treated animals. We believe that the effect of 

17-AAG on RGC survival could be even stronger with more than a single dose 

administration. An intravitreal injection was chosen in this study to increase the exposure of 

retinal cells to the drug. However, the treatment was limited to one injection in order to 

minimize potential injury to the eye associated with the procedure. Immunoblot analysis 

showed an upregulation of HSP70 expression in retinas of 17-AAG-treated animals with and 

without optic nerve injury by about 2.2-fold compared to the vehicle-injected uninjured and 

ONC animals, respectively (Figs. 5B and C; Kwong et al., 2015). An increase in the HSP70 

expression level in retinas of 17-AAG-injected animals was also observed by 

immunohistochemistry. The expression of HSP70 in this study was evaluated 2 weeks after 

intravitreal injection of 17-AAG, and it was somewhat unexpected to observe sustained 

upregulation of HSP70. To our knowledge, there is only one published report that assessed 

the effect of intravitreal injection of 17-AAG on cell survival. In this report, 17-AAG was 

used to rescue photoreceptors in a murine model of autosomal dominant retinitis pigmentosa 

caused by a mutation in the inosine-5′-monophosphate dehydrogenase 1 gene (Tam et al., 

2010). HSP70 expression in experimental retinas was shown to be upregulated by about 1.8 

fold at 24 hours, but not at 48 or 72 hours after 17-AAG injection compared to the control 

retinas.

The cell protective effects of the HSP90 inhibitors, including 17-AAG, are generally 

associated with an induction of HSPs, and of HSP70 in particular (Fig. 3). For instance, in 

the drosophila model of SCA, it has been shown that the therapeutic effect of 17-AAG on 

photoreceptor degeneration depends on the activation of HSF1, which leads to the induction 

of HSP70, HSP40, and HSP90 expression (Fujikake et al., 2008). As expected, the HSF1 

knockdown abolished the effect of this drug on HSP expression and consequently no 

photoreceptor protection was observed. In our study, we observed 17-AAG-induced 

upregulation of HSP70, but the level of HSP90 was similar to that of vehicle-treated control 

retinas (Kwong et al., 2015). Although we favor the idea of 17-AAG-mediated RGC 
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protection through HSF1-induced upregulation of HSP70, recent studies suggest a non-

canonical, HSP-independent mechanism for HSF1 stimulation of cell survival, which 

involves association of HSF1 with sirtuin 1 (Sirt1). Sirt1 is a member of the sirtuin family of 

nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide-dependent histone deacetylases (Verma et al., 2014; 

Mimura et al., 2013). By deacetylating multiple histone and nonhistone proteins, including 

FOXO transcription factors family, p53, Ku-70, PGC1α, and p65/RelA NF-κB, Sirt 1 

regulates a wide array of cellular processes crucial to cell survival, apoptosis, cell 

senescence and metabolism (Finkel et al., 2009). Furthermore, Sirt1 has been shown to 

increase the heat shock response by maintaining HSF1 in a deacetylated, DNA-binding 

competent state and by prolonging HSF1 binding to the HSP70 promoter (Liu et al., 2014; 

Westerheide et al., 2009).

4.2.5. AAV2-mediated expression of HSP70—The neuroprotective effect of 

hyperthermia, systemic administration of zinc and GGA, as well as intravitreal treatment 

with 17-AAG were associated with HSP70 induction. However, such treatments in addition 

to induction of HSP70 expression, will most certainly affect the expression of a host of 

proteins (including but not limited to other members of the HSP family) that may contribute 

to boosting cell defense mechanisms. This complicates the interpretation of the role of 

HSP70 in this process. To determine the ability of HSP70 to stimulate the survival of injured 

RGCs, an AAV2-HSP70 vector was used to express this protein in the retina of animals with 

ONC injury (Kwong et al., 2015). We found that RGC survival was increased by an average 

of 110% two weeks after axonal injury compared to the control. In the inferior retina, more 

than 300% increase in RGC numbers was observed. This suggests that more efficient cell 

transfection with AAV2-HSP70 in this portion of the retina is responsible for more efficient 

RGC protection. Relatively higher transfection efficiency of cells in the inferior retina was 

also observed after intravitreal injection of AAV2-GFP (Fig. 7; Kwong et al., 2015). The 

results of this study clearly indicate that HSP70-based therapy can be applied to protect 

RGCs from axonal injury. This therapy has the potential to be developed into a clinically 

relevant treatment for optic neuropathies. AAV-based gene therapy appears to be an 

attractive strategy for the treatment of different ocular diseases, including glaucoma, and has 

been evaluated in clinical trials in patients with Leber's congenital amaurosis and 

choroideremia (Hauswirth et al., 2008; Maguire et al., 2008; MacLaren et al., 2014).

5. Small HSP (sHSP) superfamily: structure, function and expression

5.1. sHSPs contain signature α-crystallin domain and form oligomers

The sHSP (HSPB) superfamily includes proteins with a molecular mass of the monomer 

between 12 and 43 kDa. sHSPs are characterized by the presence of a conserved signature 

sequence of 80–100 amino acids termed the “α-crystallin domain” (Kampinga et al., 2009). 

The α-crystallin domains are enriched in beta-strands (6–8 strands) organized in a beta-sheet 

sandwich (Bagnéris et al, 2009; Langanowsky et al, 2010; Baranova et al, 2011). They are 

involved in various intra- and inter-molecular interactions resulting in formation of dimers, 

building blocks for higher order oligomers that may consist of one or more sHSP family 

members (Van Montfort et al., 2001a, Van Montfort et al., 2001b and Kim et al., 1998). The 

flanking N- and C-terminal regions, although highly divergent among sHSPs, are involved in 
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the stabilization of the oligomers (Kim et al., 1998, Lambert et al., 1999, Van Montfort et al., 

2001a and Van Montfort et al., 2001b). Sequence alignment of the C-terminal regions of 

sHSPs shows a presence of a highly conserved IXI/V motif in all but two members (HSP20/

HSPB6 and HSP22/HSPB8) of the family that contributes to the oligomer stabilization 

(Caspers et al., 1995). The interactions between the C-terminal region and the α-crystallin 

domain involve three α-crystallin domain regions: the β3 strand, the β4/β8 groove on the 

edge of the α-crystallin domain structure and the surface formed by the dimer interface (Kim 

et al, 1998; van Montfort et al, 2001; Bagnéris et al, 2009; Langanowsky et al, 2010). The 

most frequently detected interaction is the association of the IxI/V motif in the C-terminal 

region with the α-crystallin domain β4/β8 groove. This interaction involves neighboring 

dimers, enabling the formation of oligomer structure. The IxI/V-β4/β8 interactions have been 

observed in crystal structures of αB-crystallin, Methanococcus jannaschii HSP16.5, and 

wheat HSP16.9 homo-oligomers, as well as in α-crystallin domain crystals, where the 

interactions take place among neighboring dimers in the crystal lattice (Kim et al, 1998; van 

Montfort et al, 2001; Langanowsky et al, 2010). Heteromeric IxI/V-β4/(38 interactions 

between αB and αA-crystallins have been identified in solution by fluorescence resonance 

energy transfer experiments (Pasta et al, 2004). Mutations or truncations of the region 

containing this motif cause disassembly of the high molecular weight oligomer complexes 

and loss of chaperone-like activity (Pasta et al, 2004; Kim et al., 2003; Studer et al., 2002; 

Fu et al., 2005).

sHSP oligomer formation, as well as their substrate binding ability and consequently, 

chaperone activities, also depend on the integrity of the sHSP's N-terminal regions (Studer et 

al., 2002; Stromer et al., 2004; Smith et al., 1996; Fu et al., 2005; Basha et al., 2006). This 

critical relationship was clearly demonstrated for several sHSPs including HSP26, class A 

and class B α-HSPs, HSP16.9 and HSP18.1. Studer et al. (2002) investigated the 

contribution of the N-terminal end in oligomerization of class A and class B α-HSP proteins 

of B. japonicum, which normally form a complex of about 24 subunits with a molecular 

mass of 400–500 kDa. Deletion of a few amino-acid residues [HspH(Δ3N) and HspF(Δ5N)] 

from the N-terminus had no effect on the chaperone activity and oligomeric state of these 

proteins. However, further deletion of HspH N-terminal amino acids [HspH(Δ9N), 

HspH(Δ15N) and HspH(Δ20N)] resulted in assembly of non- functional α-Hsp complexes 

consisting of approximately eight subunits (Stromer et al., 2004). Extended truncations in 

the N-terminal region of HspF [HspF(Δ30N) and HspF(Δ40N)] reduced the formation of 

oligomer complexes to dimers and abolish the protein's chaperone activity. The importance 

of the N-terminal in the assembly of the higher order oligomer complexes was evaluated in 

two closely related dodecameric wheat Hsp16.9 and pea (Pisum sativum) Hsp18.1 (Bash et 

al., 2006). Variable N-terminal ends of these otherwise highly conserved proteins on one 

hand and significant differences in their chaperone activities on the other, suggests the 

importance of the N-terminus in substrate interactions. The N-terminal regions of Hsp18.1 

and Hsp16.9 are only 41% identical (50% similar), and the N terminus of Hsp18.1 has an 

additional 6-residue insertion (residues 5–10). Chimeric proteins were produced by 

switching the entire N-terminal arms or the first 10 residues between Hsp18.1 and Hsp16.9. 

The chimeric proteins with the Hsp18.1 N terminus were similar to native Hsp18.1 with 

respect to their oligomeric structures and chaperone activities. However, both chimeras 
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containing the Hsp16.9 N terminal ends and especially the one with the entire Hsp16.9 N 

terminus, displayed impaired oligomerization and were present as dimer or unstable 

oligomers. The sHSPs assembly and disassembly into mono- and poly-disperse oligomers 

can be influenced by a number of factors including phosphorylation, temperature, pH, 

protein concentration, oxidative stress, and age (reviewed in Sun and MacRae 2005). The 

dynamics of this process plays an essential role in the effectiveness of sHSP substrate 

binding and chaperoning function.

5.1.1. Crystallin superfamily of sHSPs—Mammalian crystallins are heterogeneous 

proteins classified into three major families: alpha, beta, and gamma crystallins. Crystallins 

were first identified in the ocular lens fiber cells and characterized as lens structural 

components responsible for its transparency. Alpha crystallin, consisting of alpha A and 

alpha B in approximately a 3:1 molar ratio, is the main type of lens crystallin. Alpha A and 

alpha B form large polydisperse oligomeric species with a molecular weight ranging from 

300 to 1200 kDa that undergo dynamic subunit exchange (Bova et al., 1997). Extra-

lenticular expression of crystallins has been well established: alpha A present in the retina, 

thymus and spleen (Srinivasan et al., 1992; Deretic et al., 1994) and alpha B were found in 

the retina, cornea, optic nerve, astrocytes, Muller cells, as well as in non-ocular tissues such 

as the brain, kidneys, lungs, liver, spleen, skin, cardiac and skeletal muscles (Bhat and 

Nagineni, 1989; Dubin et al., 1989; Iwaki et al., 1989, Kato et al., 1991). The beta crystallin 

family includes four acidic (A1-A4) and three basic (B1-B3) subunits with estimated 22-28 

kDA of molecular weight. The beta A1 and beta A3 crystallins are encoded by the same 

gene; the synthesis of the beta A3 crystallin protein is initiated from a more upstream 

initiation codon than the beta A1 crystallin. The beta crystallins are oligomeric proteins. 

Gamma-crystallins are monomeric proteins represented by seven polypeptides: A, B, C, D, 

E, F and S. With the exception of gamma S, gamma crystallins are encoded by a tandemly 

repeated gene cluster and share high sequence homology, particularly in the N-terminal 

domain. The beta and gamma crystallins are homologous β-sheet proteins and often grouped 

into the beta/gamma crystallin superfamily. The structural unit of beta and gamma 

crystallins is the βγ-crystallin domain of 80–100 residues. Both proteins have two domains, 

each comprised of four β-strands arranged in two Greek key motifs (Blundell et al., 1981; 

Wistow et al., 1983).

With respect to their function, alpha A and alpha B are the best-studied members of the 

crystallin superfamily. Their chaperone-like activity and the ability to increase cell resistance 

to stress-inducible apoptosis are well established (Piatigorsky, J., 1998; Alge et al., 2002; 

Horwitz 1992, 2003; Xi et al., 2003a; Liu et al., 2005). The mechanisms for alpha A and 

alpha B crystallins' cell protective effect have been associated with the regulation of several 

antiapoptotic pathways (see section 5.3. sHSP function).

5.2. Expression profiles of sHSPs

The mammalian sHSP superfamily is represented by eleven proteins with different 

expression profiles (Kampinga et al., 2009). It is commonly accepted that HSP27 (HSPB1), 

alpha B crystallin (HSPB5), HSP20 (HSPB6), HSP22 (HSPB8) and HSPB11 are mostly 

ubiquitously expressed, HSPB2, HSPB3 and HSPB7 are restricted to skeletal and cardiac 
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muscles, alpha A crystallin (HSPB4) is lens-specific and HSPB9 and HSPB10 are both 

testis-specific (Garrido et al 2012; Loones et al., 2000, Tallot et al., 2003, Verschuure et al., 

2003 and Zhu et al., 2010). It is important to note however, that large number of studies 

including those from our laboratory demonstrate extralenticular expression of alpha A 

crystallin in various tissues including the retina (Egwuagu and Chepelinsky, 1997; Piri et al., 

2007). Kirbach and Golenhofen (2011) analyzed the expression of all 11 sHSPs in various 

regions of the rat brain at developmental stages P3, P9, P15, P21, and adult by in situ 
hybridization and real-time PCR. Expression of only alpha B crystallin, HSP20, and 

HSPB11 was detected by in situ hybridization. Alpha B crystallin expression in the adult 

brain was primarily localized to the cerebellum white matter and granular cell layer, 

telencephalon white matter, and thalamic nuclei. HSP20 staining was observed in the 

cerebellar cortex and the choroid plexus of the ventricles. HSPB11 mRNA expression was 

observed in hippocampus and choroid plexus. With respect to developmental changes, 

expression of both alpha B crystallin and HSP20 was markedly increased during brain 

maturation, whereas HSPB11 was increased from P3 to P15 with almost no change 

thereafter. These findings are in agreement with the original reports on alpha B crystallin 

expression in non-lenticular tissues including brain (Bhat and Nagineni, 1989; Dubin et al., 

1989; Iwaki et al., 1989), as well as with number of other studies on expression of this gene 

in healthy tissues and during various pathologies.

5.2.1. Crystallin expression in the retina—We have analyzed expression patterns of 

several alpha and beta crystallins, including alpha A, alpha B, beta A1/A3, beta A2, beta A4, 

and beta B2 in the rat retina. These crystallin genes were selected since their expression 

levels were reduced in a OH animal model for glaucoma (Piri et al., 2007; 2013). Regulation 

of these genes at mRNA and protein levels in response to IOP elevation is described in the 

following section. In situ hybridization of control rat retinal sections with riboprobes 

corresponding to each of these crystallins showed similar distribution of alpha A, alpha B, 

beta A1/A3, beta A2, beta A4, and beta B2 mRNAs with strong presence in the GCL and 

relatively weak staining in the inner nuclear layer (INL, Fig. 8; Piri et al., 2007). In order to 

determine the identity of the crystallin positive cells in the GCL, which in rodents contain 

both RGCs and non-RGCs, such as displaced amacrine cells in a nearly 1:1 ratio, retinas 

with retrogradely labeled RGCs were used for in situ hybridizations (Fig. 8). Signals for 

both alpha (alpha A and alpha B) and beta (beta A2, beta A4, and beta B2) crystallin genes 

in the GCL were clearly co-localized with RGCs. Expression of alpha A, alpha B and beta H 

crystallins in the mouse retina was earlier analyzed by immunofluorescence (Xi et al., 

2003b): alpha A was shown to be distributed in the GCL, INL and ONL; alpha B and beta H 

crystallins had a similar distribution pattern as alpha A, but were also detected in the 

photoreceptor inner segments.

A similar pattern of expression of alpha and beta crystallin genes in the retina and 

coordinated change in their expression level in response to IOP elevation suggest a common 

mechanism for transcriptional regulation of these genes. Regulation of temporal and spatial 

expression of crystallin genes during lens differentiation may involve various arraignments 

of developmentally regulated TFs, including Pax6, c-Maf, MafA/L-Maf, MafB, NRL, Sox2, 

Sox1, RARβ/RXRβ, RORα, Prox1, Six3, γFBP-B, HSF2, and HSF4, with ubiquitously 
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expressed factors AP-1, CREB, pRb, TFIID, and USF (Cvekl and Piatigorsky, 1996; 

Somasundaram and Bhat, 2004; Cvekl et al., 2004; Cvekl and Duncan, 2007). Crystallin 

transcription in the retina may involve some of the TFs that control lenticular expression of 

these genes, although it is very likely that the TF ensembles have significant tissue as well as 

cell specific differences. For instance, a 148 kb genomic fragment encompassing the alpha A 

crystallin gene contains all regulatory regions required for expression of this gene in the 

lens, but not in the retina, thymus or spleen (Wolf et al., 2008). From the list of non-

ubiquitous factors involved in crystallin transcription in the lens, only Pax6 and RORα are 

known to be localized in the GCL of the differentiated retinas and therefore, can serve as 

candidate TFs for regulation of crystallin expression in RGCs [Cvekl et al., 2004; Jones et 

al., 1998; Bhat et al., 2004; Steinmayr et al., 1998). Pax6 is a “master control” gene of eye 

and brain development. Mutations in this gene have been associated with CNS defects, 

anophthalmia and nasal hypoplasia (Glaser et al., 1994). Pax6 conditional knockout in the 

developing retina results in a failure in the specification of all cell types except amacrine 

cells (Marquardt et al., 2001), whereas Pax6 haploinsufficiency causes aniridia, often 

accompanied by cataract, corneal opacification and glaucoma (Ton et al., 1991; Glaser et al., 

1992). RORα plays a crucial role in the development of the CNS (Hamilton et al., 1996; 

Dussault et al., 1998; Steinmayr et al., 1998). RORα deficient mice have no morphological 

effect on the retina, but causes dramatic changes in cerebellum development: animals suffer 

from impaired motor coordination, hanging and equilibrium deficits.

5.2.2. Stress/injury-induced upregulation of crystallin expression—Crystallin 

upregulation in response to stress or injury is frequently observed and considered as an 

activation of the cell defense mechanism. Both alpha A and alpha B crystallins are 

upregulated in the retinas of animal models for diabetes, including the genetic model of 

spontaneous obesity-induced type 2 diabetes, high fat diet- and alloxan-induced diabetes 

(Kumar et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2007; Fort et al., 2009). Alpha A 

expression was also upregulated in human diabetic retinas (Kase, et al., 2011). A tissue 

expression analysis of crystallins in a streptozotocin-induced rat model for diabetes showed 

increased levels of alpha A in the retina and alpha B upregulation in the lens, retina, heart, 

muscle, and brain (Kumar et al., 2005). Upregulation of alpha A, but not of alpha B or other 

HSPs, was observed in the photoreceptor inner segments of animals with experimental 

autoimmune uveitis and was suggested to suppress mitochondrial oxidative stress-mediated 

apoptosis (Rao et al., 2008). Intravenous administration of alpha A but not alpha B crystallin 

preserved retinal architecture and prevented photoreceptor damage in animals with 

experimental autoimmune uveitis. Administration of alpha A led to a reduction of Th1 

cytokines (TNF-α, IL-12 and IFN-γ) in the retina and in the spleen and IL-17 only in the 

retina, as well as in expression of Toll-like receptors and their associated adaptors. Based on 

these observations, the authors suggested that alpha A crystallin-mediated photoreceptor 

protection in experimental autoimmune uveitis is associated with suppression of both the 

adaptive and innate immune responses (Rao et al., 2011). Upregulation of alpha B crystallin 

in the retina was also described during S. aureus-induced endophthalmitis as a possible 

antiapoptotic cell response during immune clearance of the bacteria (Whiston et al., 2008). 

Several other studies of retinal gene expression profiles after various types of injury, such as 

ischemia-reperfusion injury, light injury and retinal tears, pointed to the elevation of alpha 
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and beta/gamma members of crystallin family (Yoshimura et al., 2003; Sakaguchi et al., 

2003; Vazquez-Chona et al., 2004).

Upregulation of alpha B crystallin have also been associated with multiple neurologic 

disorders such as tauopathies, AD, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, PD, PD dementia, and 

prion disorders (Braak et al., 2001, Dabir et al., 2004, Head et al., 1993, Iwaki et al., 1989, 

1992, Renkawek et al., 1992, 1994, 1999, Shinohara et al., 1993 and Wang et al., 2013). 

Increased expression of alpha B crystallin was reported in a subset of astrocytic and 

oligodendrocytic tau inclusions of both sporadic and familial tauopathies (Dabir et al., 2004; 

Liu et al., 2015). The authors suggested that the increased alpha B level in glial tau 

inclusions represents a response by glia to the accumulation of misfolded or aggregated tau 

protein. Alpha B-positive neurons were also found in the cerebral cortex, amygdala, and 

hippocampus of PD brain (Braak et al., 2001). In AD patients' brains, alpha B crystallin 

immunoreactivity in astrocytes and microglia was limited to regions with senile plaques and 

neurofibrillary tangles. Considering crystallins' chaperone-like activity in preventing protein 

aggregation, it was hypothesized that alpha B upregulation and its possible association with 

amyloid deposition protect cells from amyloid-induced to toxicity (Renkawek et al., 1994).

5.2.3. Modulation of alpha and beta crystallin genes in the retina in response 
to OH and optic nerve axotomy—Our interest in crystallin genes has emerged during 

the analysis of retinal gene expression profiles of the rat OH model of glaucoma, the most 

common form of optic neuropathy affecting more than 60 million people worldwide (Leske, 

1983; Quigley and Broman, 2006). It is the second leading cause of blindness with an 

estimated 8.4 million people bilaterally blind in 2010, rising to 11.1 million by 2020 

(Quigley and Broman, 2006). The degeneration of RGCs and their axons in the optic nerve 

is the cause of vision loss in glaucoma. Since the exact mechanisms underlying RGC 

damage and dysfunction in this disease are not well understood, several years ago we 

analyzed the changes in retinal expression profiles after elevation of IOP with the objective 

to identify genes that may be associated with glaucomatous neurodegeneration. The OH 

animal model used in this study was generated by trabecular laser photocoagulation and 

associated glaucomatous changes have been well characterized by the evaluation of extent of 

RGC loss that reached approximately 8% and 20% by two and five weeks after IOP 

elevation, respectively compared to the control eyes (Piri et al., 2007). Expression of six 

crystallin genes, including alpha A, alpha B, beta A1/A3, beta A2, beta A4, beta B1, beta 

B2, beta B3 and gamma 4 was downregulated two weeks after IOP elevation (Piri et al., 

2007). Downregulation of crystallin expression in the retina in response to IOP elevation 

was unexpected since these genes are generally upregulated in stressed or damaged tissues. 

Interestingly, however, the downregulation of these genes was of transient nature as their 

mRNA levels returned to the control level at 5-weeks after IOP elevation. It is important to 

mention that the IOP-induced changes in crystallin expression are not specific to the animal 

model that was used in our experiments. Similar changes in the levels of crystallin mRNAs 

were noted in retinal gene profiles of several other animal models for glaucoma: in a rat 

glaucoma model generated by episcleral vein injection of hypertonic saline, alpha A, alpha 

B and beta B2 downregulation was reported in animals exposed to elevated IOP for 8 days, 

but not for 5 weeks (Ahmed et al., 2004); beta A1 level was reduced in a hereditary rat 
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model of elevated IOP (Naskar and Thanos, 2006); and in DBA/2J mouse, a model for 

secondary angle closure glaucoma, the expression of 9 crystallin genes including alpha A, 

beta A1, beta A2, beta A4, beta B1, beta B3, gamma B, gamma D, and gamma N was 

downregulated at 8 months of age when IOP in these animals was elevated (Steel et al., 

2006).

IOP-induced dynamic changes in crystallin transcription observed by gene profiling were 

further evaluated by quantitative analyses at both RNA and protein levels (Piri et al., 2007). 

The levels of alpha A, alpha B, beta A1/A3, beta A4, and beta B2 transcripts were reduced 

by ∼50% and beta A2 – 40% in experimental retinas two weeks after IOP elevation (8% 

RGC loss) compared to controls. In retinas of animals exposed to high IOP for 5 weeks 

(20% RGC loss), the mRNA levels of these crystallin genes were recovered to the levels of 

control or were even 5% to 10% higher. This dynamic change in crystallin expression 

suggest: a) at an early stage of the glaucomatous process (2 weeks after IOP elevation), high 

IOP suppresses the transcriptional activity of crystallin genes in RGCs and possibly other 

retinal cells by yet unknown mechanism; b) a recovery in crystallin levels at 5 weeks after 

IOP elevation is due to the activation of cell defense mechanisms in response to significant 

RGC degeneration that leads to stimulation of crystallin gene transcription in the remaining 

RGCs and/or other retinal cells. The hypothesis of crystallin upregulation in the retina by 

non-RGC cells after extensive RGC loss is supported by the data showing an increase in 

crystallin levels in retinas of the optic nerve transection (ONT) model of RGC degeneration. 

Despite the loss of approximately 90% of RGCs by 2 weeks after axotomy, alpha A and 

alpha B expression was 1.4 and 1.2 fold higher compared to control retinas, respectively. 

The analysis of crystallin expression at the protein levels showed reduction in alpha A, alpha 

B, beta A1/A3, and beta B2 crystallin levels in the retina both 2 and 5-week post IOP 

elevation compared to controls (Piri et al., 2007). Alpha A, alpha B, beta A1/A3 and beta B2 

were about 2, 2.7, 3.3 and 1.6 fold lower at two weeks after IOP elevation, respectively, 

compared to controls. In animals exposed to elevated IOP for five weeks, the levels of alpha 

A and alpha B were decreased 1.6 fold and of beta A1/A3 and beta B2 almost twofold. We 

were not able to detect beta A2 and beta A4 crystallin proteins, which suggests their low 

expression level in the retina. In ONT retinas, a reduction of 1.6 fold in alpha A and alpha B 

crystallin protein levels were observed (Munemasa et al., 2009b). The discordance between 

mRNA and protein levels at five weeks post IOP elevation and after ONT can be explained 

by post-transcriptional regulation of crystallin expression or by an increased turnover rate of 

crystallins. Proteomic analysis of rat retina in a steroid-induced OH model also detected a 

2.7-fold downregulation of alpha A crystallin (Miyara et al., 2008). Since crystallins, 

particularly alpha crystallins are known to have antiapoptotic and cell protective effects and 

generally upregulated in response to stress or injury, their downregulation after IOP 

elevation could undermine the survival properties of RGCs, and consequently be associated 

with RGC death in glaucoma.

5.3. sHSP function

sHSPs are implicated in a wide range of physiological cellular processes with three 

interrelated key functions that are attributed to all or some members of the sHSP family: 

chaperone-like activity, stabilization of the cytoskeleton and antiapoptotic activity. sHSPs 
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are classified as ATP-independent molecular chaperones based on their ability to prevent 

protein aggregation and may cooperate with ATP-dependent chaperones of the HSP70 

family to assist the correct folding of misfolded polypeptides (Horwitz, 1992; Jakob et al., 

1993). The following two sections overview the roles of sHSPs in cytoskeleton dynamics 

and in regulation of pathways associated with apoptotic cell death.

5.3.1. sHSPs and the cellular cytoskeleton—The cellular cytoskeleton is a complex, 

dynamic structure composed of an interconnected network of filaments that provides the 

framework for cellular shape, organelle movement and cell division. It consists of 

microtubules (MTs; tubular polymers of tubulin), microfilaments (MFs or actin filaments), 

and intermediate filaments (IFs). sHSPs, particularly HSP27 and alpha B crystallin, 

contribute to maintaining the integrity of IFs and actin filaments, stabilization of IFs 

assembly, modulation of IF interactions within their networks and reorganization of the IF 

network (Liang and MacRae, 1997, Perng et al., 1999). sHSPs can interact with IF 

monomers and whole IFs in both normal and stress conditions, albeit the number of sHSP/IF 

interactions in stress conditions is increased to prevent IF aggregation. sHSP mutations or 

the absence of sHSPs may lead to IF aggregation. IF aggregation phenotypes due to sHSP 

mutations mimic diseases associated with IF proteins such as desmin, vimentin and neuro-

filament. For instance, in desmin-related myopathy, an inherited neuromuscular disorder, 

mutations in closely interacting proteins, desmin and alpha B crystallin, lead to 

accumulation of desmin/alpha B aggregates, which consequently alter the mechanical 

properties of IFs (Vicart et al., 1998, Goldfarb et al., 2008). In Alexander disease, mutations 

in IF protein, glial fibrillary acidic protein, lead to the formation of aggregates known as 

Rosenthal fibers that contain glial fibrillary acidic protein, vimentin, and several sHSP such 

as HSP27 and alpha B crystallin. Overexpression of alpha B crystallin may induce the 

disaggregation of glial fibrillary acidic protein filaments in a mouse model of Alexander 

disease and improve survival rates (Tang et al., 2010). IF proteins, including lens-specific 

beaded filament structural proteins 1 and 2, and vimentin, as well as their association with 

alpha A and alpha B crystallins are essential for the optical properties of the lens (Quinlan et 

al., 1996; Nicholl and Quinlan, 1994; Sandilands et al. 2003). Mutations in these proteins are 

associated cataract formation. Mutations in alpha B-crystallin can cause both cataract and 

cardiomyopathy (R120G), only cataract (450delA) or myofibrillar myopathy (464delCT; 

Q151X) (Vicart, P., et al. 1998; Berry, V., et al. 2001; Selcen and Engel, 2003.).

HSP27, Hsp20 and alpha B crystallin are also involved in dynamics of actin filaments under 

normal conditions, and more importantly in their stabilization during stress, which can 

induce actin fibers depolymerization and aggregation and disruption of the cytoskeleton 

(Wieske et al., Wettstein et al., 2012; Seit-Nebi et al., 2012). For instance, in H9C2 cells, 

under normal conditions about 20% of alpha B crystallin is colocalized with actin fibers 

(Singh et al., 2007). However, upon heat stress, colocalization of alpha B crystallin with 

actin fibers was increased to 86%. Furthermore, evenly distributed in the cytosol alpha B 

crystallin was shown to translocate into the nucleus at the onset of heat stress suggesting its 

role in the stabilization of the nucleoskeletal assembly (Adhikari et al., 2004). The 

interaction of alpha B crystallin with actin is tightly regulated by alpha B phosphorylation 

on both Ser45 and Ser59 residues. HSP27 interaction with the actin cytoskeleton has been 
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associated with inhibition of actin polymerization. Overexpression of HSP27 was reported to 

accelerate rebuilding of actin filaments after stress, whereas downregulation of HSP27 

expression leads to actin filament disorganization (Huot et al., 1996; Horman et al., 1999; 

Mairesse et al., 1996). The mechanisms underlying this function of HSP27 remain 

controversial. Wettstein et al. (2012) explain HSP27 inhibition of actin polymerization by its 

ability to cap the plus end of actin filaments, thus preventing the fixation of a new actin 

monomer. However, this model has been challenged by Seit-Nebi et al., (2012), who claimed 

that the results of studies by Miron et al., (1988 and 1991) that were used by Wettstein et al. 

(2012) to create this model, were not supported by later studies (Panasenko et al., 2003; Butt 

et al., 2001). HSP27 interaction with actin and its activity appears to be regulated by 

phosphorylation: unphosphorylated but not phosphorylated HSP27 inhibits actin 

polymerization. The importance of phosphorylation in protection of the microfilament 

network from stress induced by hyperthermia (Lavoie et al., 1993b, Schneider et al., 1998), 

cytochalasin D (Lavoie et al., 1993b), free oxygen radicals (Huot et al., 1996) and 

cholecystokinin (Schaefer et al., 1999) was demonstrated by expression of wild-type or 

nonphophorylatable HSP27. Furthermore, it has been reported that protein phosphatase 

inhibitors prevent HSP25 dephosphorylation and F-actin disruption (Loktionova and 

Kabakov, 1998). Clarke and Mearow (2013) showed that in control neuroendocrine PC12 

cells, HSP27 interacts with F-actin as a predominantly nonphosphorylated protein. However, 

the association of phosphorylated HSP27 with F-actin was significantly increased after 

stress.

Hsp27 and alpha B crystallin are also implicated in regulation of the dynamics of MT 

structural network. The spatial and temporal regulation of microtubule cycles involves 

nucleation, growing and shrinking. In most cell types, centrosomes serve as the main MT 

organizing centers; however, MTs can be nucleated from other sites as well. HSP27 has been 

shown to bind to newly formed non-centrosomal MTs, assist their formation, and thus, 

increase the probability of successful de novo MT formation (Almeida-Souza et al., 2013). 

Mutations in HSP27 are associated with Charcot-Marie-Tooth neuropathy. A subset of these 

mutations displays enhanced affinity to tubulin and MTs resulting in MT stabilization 

(Almeida-Souza et al., 2011). The authors suggested that the neuron-specific phenotype of 

Charcot-Marie-Tooth neuropathy caused by HSP27 mutations is due to particular 

vulnerability of neuronal cells to disturbances in MT dynamics. Several lines of evidence 

implicate alpha B crystallin in MT preservation and dynamics. Houck and Clark (2010) 

proposed a model for regulation of tubulin assembly by alpha B:crystallin, which is based on 

the molar ratio of alpha B:tubulin: a) low molar ratios of alpha B:tubulin are favorable for 

MT assembly and alpha B crystallin monomers stabilize assembled MTs; b) high molar 

ratios of αB crystallin:tubulin favor assembly of mixed αB crystallin-tubulin complexes, 

decreasing the tubulin available for MT assembly. The assembly of MTs was maximal at 

alpha B to tubulin molar ratios between 1:4 and 2:1, while molar ratios >2:1 inhibited MT 

assembly (Ghosh et al., 2007). The work by this group has also identified interactive 

sequences in the human alpha B crystallin involved in the assembly/disassembly of MT and 

aggregation of tubulin (Ghosh et al., 2007). The sequence 113FISREFHR120 on the surface 

of alpha B crystallin decreased MT assembly by ∼45%, whereas the 

sequences 131LTITSSLSSDGV142 and 156ERTIPITRE164, corresponding to the β8 strand 
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and the C-terminal respectively, increased MT assembly by ∼34–45%. Furthermore, the 

alpha B crystallin peptides 113FISREFHR120 and 131LTITSSLSSDGV142 decreased the 

thermal aggregation of tubulin by more than 40%. Alpha B crystallin has been shown to 

bind and prevent tubulin self-aggregation at the onset of the temperature induced 

denaturation process (Arai and Atomi, 1997). Prevention of MT aggregation may involve the 

interaction of crystallin with MT-associated proteins (Xi et al., 2006).

5.3.2. sHSPs and the apoptotic cell death—Hsp27 and alpha crystallins have a cell 

protective effect against a wide range of stress inducers and pro-apoptotic factors by 

modulating several cell death pathways. Mechanisms involved in HSP27- and alpha 

crystallin-mediated cell protection vary depending on the cell type and nature of injury or 

stress. HSP27 antiapoptotic effects have been associated with its ability to interact with pro-

caspase 3 and inhibit its activation, suppress oligomerization and translocation of Bax to the 

mitochondria, block the release of cytochrome C and Smac from mitochondria, reduce 

activation of pro-caspase 9 by inhibiting interaction with cytochrome c and formation of the 

apoptosome, prevent Fas/APO-1 receptor from inducing cell death, inactivate the pro-death 

JNK pathway and activate the pro-survival Akt/PKB pathway (Mehlen et al., 1996; 

Machado et al., 2011; Stetler et al., 2009; Arrigo, 2007; Acunzo et al., 2012). Hsp27 has 

been demonstrated to modulate a caspase-independent apoptosis by interacting with a 

mediator of Fas-induced apoptosis, Daxx (death domain-associated protein 6), and 

consequently preventing its binding with Ask1 (apoptosis signal-regulated kinase 1) and Fas 

(Charette et al., 2000). The activity of HSP27 in this study was shown to be regulated by 

phosphorylation that affects the supramolecular organization of the protein from oligomers 

to dimers. HSP27 phosphorylation mutant expressed as oligomers only failed to block Daxx-

mediated apoptosis (Charette et al., 2000). Nonphosphorylatable HSP27 form was also 

insufficient to suppress ASK1-mediated cell death induced by cerebral ischemia (Stetler et 

al., 2012). Protein kinase D (PKD)-dependent HSP27 phosphorylation at Ser15 and Ser82 

was identified as a critical upstream step for the subsequent interaction between HSP27 and 

ASK1 and suppression of downstream cell death signaling (Stetler et al., 2012). Alpha B 

crystallin cell protective effect has been related to its ability to interact with proapoptotic 

regulators Bax and Bcl-X(S) and inhibit their translocation from the cytosol to the 

mitochondria (Mao et al., 2004), inhibit activation of caspase-3 and PARP (poly (ADP-

ribose) polymerase) (Sreekumar et al., 2010), inhibit the cytochrome c- and caspase-8-

dependent activation of caspase-3 (Kamradt et al., 2001), interact with p53 and prevent its 

translocation from the cytoplasm to mitochondria (Liu et al., 2007), prevent RAS activation 

and inhibit the RAF/MEK/ERK pathway (Fig. 2; Cortese et al., 2005). Similar to HSP27, 

phosphorylation of alpha B crystallin appears to be essential for its cells protective effect. 

Using alpha B crystallin constructs with serine (S) to alanine (A) [block phosphorylation] or 

S to glutamate (E) [mimic phosphorylation] mutations at positions 19, 45, and 59, Morrison 

et al. (2003) showed that expression of the alpha B with S to A substitutions at all three 

positions (AAA) resulted in 3-fold more stress-induced apoptosis of cardiac myocytes 

compared with αB-crystallin (AAE) or (EEE), indicating that phosphorylation of S59 is 

important for alpha B crystallin-mediated inhibition of apoptosis. Alpha B crystallin 

phosphorylation at S59 as well as S45 but not at S19 was also reported to be critical for 

protection of rat brain astrocytes from C2-ceramide- and staurosporine-induced cell death 
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(Li and Reiser 2011). The cytoprotective effect of alpha A crystallin involves its interactions 

with cytochrome c or caspase-6 (Fig. 2; Rao et al., 2008; Morozov and Wawrousek, 2006). 

Furthermore, alpha A has been shown to display similar affinity to Bax and Bcl-X(S) as 

alpha B. Its interaction with these proapoptotic factors prevents their translocation from 

cytosol into mitochondria thus preserving mitochondrial integrity and subsequently reducing 

cytochrome c release and inhibiting caspase-3 activation (Mao et al., 2004).

6. Crystallins support RGC survival and axon regeneration

6.1. Alpha crystallins protect RGCs from ONT and ONC

As stated above, crystallins, particularly alpha A and alpha B, as members of a sHSP 

superfamily, possess chaperone-like and antiapoptotic activities and generally upregulated in 

stressed or injured tissues. Therefore, the observed downregulation of crystallin genes in 

retinas of animals with OH could weaken the survival properties of RGCs, and consequently 

lead to their degeneration. To test this hypothesis, we evaluated the roles of alpha A and 

alpha B crystallin in survival of RGCs in a rat optic nerve axotomy model (Munemasa et al., 

2009b). ONT causes fast and specific degeneration of RGCs with approximately 50% and 

90% of RGC loss by 7 and 14 days after axotomy, respectively. As expected, the loss of 

RGCs was correlated with the reduced number of crystallin-positive cells in the GCL (Fig. 

9; Munemasa et al., 2009b). The effect of alpha A and alpha B crystallin overexpression on 

RGC survival was evaluated 7 and 14 days after axotomy (Fig. 10; Munemasa et al., 2009b). 

At day 7 after ONT, 1426±70 and 1418±81 RGCs/mm2 were present in retinas 

electroporated with alpha A and alpha B expression constructs, respectively, compared with 

1010±121 RGCs/mm2 in vector-transfected or 1016±88 RGCs/mm2 in nontransfected 

retinas. At 14 days after ONT, numbers of surviving RGCs were 389±57 and 353.57±60 

cells/mm2 after alpha A and alpha B transfection, respectively, compared with 198±29 

cells/mm2 after transfection with the vector alone or 206±60 cells/mm2 in nontransfected 

retinas. Thus, overexpression of alpha A and alpha B crystallins increases the number of 

survived RGCs by about 40% 1 week after axotomy and by 95% and 75%, respectively, 2 

weeks after ONT. The cell protective effect of crystallin genes could be even higher with 

more efficient transfection. In this study, the total number of ELP-mediated alpha A- and 

alpha B-transfected RGCs in adult rat retinas was around 26%. RGCs constituted 85% and 

80% of all alpha A- and alpha B–transfected cells in the GCL, respectively.

The effects of alpha crystallin on RGC survival after optic nerve injury was also evaluated in 

rats that received intravenous injections of 0.05 g/kg, 0.5 g/kg and 5 g/kg of alpha crystallin 

protein (Wu et al., 2014). Two weeks after optic nerve injury RGC numbers were reduced to 

85±15 cells/mm2 from 2074±150 cells/mm2 counted in uninjured control retinas. In 

crystallin treated animals, RGC numbers in animals injured by optic nerve crush were 

significantly increased compared to that in saline-injected group: 124±26 cells/mm2, 128±31 

cells/mm2, and 164±20 cells/mm2 were survived in animals treated with 0.05 g/kg, 0.5 g/kg 

and 5 g/kg of alpha crystallin, respectively. The cell protective effect of alpha crystallin was 

aassociated with the inhibition of microglial activation and TNF-α/iNOS release (Wu et al., 

2009; 2014).
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A single intravitreal administration of alpha crystallin protein protected RGC axons from 

optic nerve crush: RGC axonal survival was significantly greater in those crystallin treated 

than in control animals 2 weeks after injection: 16.0% vs 12%, 21% vs 11%, and 28% vs 

17% at 0.5 mm, 2 mm, and 5 mm distal to the injury site, respectively (Ying et al., 2008). 

The protective effect of alpha crystallin declined by 4 weeks after injection but remained 

greater than in controls. In a rat model of acute OH, intravitreal injection of alpha B 

crystallin increased the survival of RGCs. The cell protecive effect of alpha B crystallin was 

associated with reduced caspase 3 expression (Wu et al., 2012).

6.2. Crystallins and neuroprotective effect of wolfberry

Up-regulation of alpha and beta crystallins was also associated with the RGC protective 

effect of wolfberry (fruit of Lycium barbarum) in a rat OH model. Wolfberry has been 

known in Asia for more than 2,500 years as a remedy that among other things improves 

visual acuity. An active compound in wolfberry, L. barbarum polysaccharide (LBP), has 

been shown to stimulate anti-oxidative effects and inhibit several pro-apoptotic signaling 

pathways (Li, 2007; Yu et al., 2005, 2007). Daily feeding of LBP (1 mg/kg) through a 

nasogastric tube, prior to IOP elevation reduced the extent of RGC loss from about 18% to 

about 1% in animals with experimental glaucoma (Chan et al., 2007). LBP treatment 

increased the levels of both alpha (A and B) and beta (A4 and B2) crystallins more than 10 

times compared to control 2 days after IOP elevation, suggesting their roles in mediating 

RGC protection rat OH model (Chiu et al., 2010; Chan et al., 2007). The neuroprotective 

effects of LBP are associated with its ability to modulate several pathways that are activated 

after injury including anti-apoptotic, anti-oxidative and immune response. LBP modulates 

microglia activation in chronic OH model (Chiu et al., 2009), down-regulate RAGE (the 

receptor for advanced glycation end-products (AGEs), AGE, Aβ and endothelin-1 in the 

retinas of an acute OH model (Mi et al., 2012), activate antioxidant pathway by increasing 

Nrf2 (nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor) nuclear accumulation and heme oxygenase-1 

expression in the retina after ischemia/reperfusion injury (Li et al., 2011; He et al., 2014), 

reduces oxidative stress and inhibit the JNK pathway after ONT (Li et al., 2013, 2015), 

decrease the phosphorylation of double-stranded RNA-dependent protein kinase and inhibits 

the activity of caspases 3 and 2 in neurons stressed by beta-amyloid peptide induced 

neurotoxicity (Yu et al., 2007). LBP's capacity to modulate various pathways to increase cell 

resistance to stress- and injury-induced damage could be especialy benefecial in the 

treatment of multifactorial disorders such as glaucoma.

6.3. Beta B2 crystallin stimulates RGC regeneration

Members of the crystallin superfamily are implicated not only in enhancing the survival of 

RGCs injured by elevated IOP, ONC and ONT but have been also shown to contribute to the 

egeneration of RGC axons. Mature CNS neurons including RGCs, gradually loose their 

capacity to regenerate damaged axons and reestablish connections. This has been attributed 

to the decline in intrinsic neuronal growth ability (Teng and Tang, 2006; Park et al., 2008; 

Moore et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2009), as well as extrinsic inhibition by the adult CNS glial 

microenvironment that includes proteoglycans associated with astroglial scarring and 

myelin-associated inhibitors such as Nogo-A, myelin-associated glycoprotein and 

oligodendrocyte myelin glycoprotein (Wong et al., 2003; Silver and Miller, 2004; Yiu and 
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He, 2006). Crystallin-associated support for the regenerative growth of axotomized RGC 

axons was described both in vitro and in vivo. Liedtke et al. (2007) reported up-regulation of 

beta B2 crystallin during retinal regeneration in vitro and its localization within RGCs and 

their axons, including growth cones and filopodia. Overexpression of beta B2 crystallin in 

dissociated retinal and hippocampal neurons increased axonogenesis (Liedtke et al., 2007). 

The axon growth promoting effect of crystallins was further confirmed after intravitreal 

injections of beta or gamma crystallins, but not of alpha crystallins (Fisher et al., 2008). 

Stimulation of CNTF (ciliary neurotrophic factor) expression in retinal astrocytes and 

activation of CNTF's major downstream JAK/STAT3 (Janus kinase/signal transducers and 

activators of transcription) signaling pathway by beta crystallin suggests that the effect of 

this protein in axonal regeneration is mediated by astrocyte-derived CNTF (Fisher et al., 

2008; Müller et al., 2007). The observation of the lack of alpha crystallin's stimulatory effect 

on axon regeneration, however was challenged by Wang et al. (2012), who showed that 

alpha crystallin promotes neurite initiation and stimulates neurite outgrowth. In this study, 

the effect of alpha crystallin in a neurite outgrowth assay was evaluated on retinal cells 

isolated from newborns (postnatal day 0 to day 2) and adult rats and cultured on myelin-

coated dishes to mimic the in vivo inhibitory microenvironment. Alpha crystallin's 

stimulation of neurite growth in the presence of myelin inhibitory factors was attributed to 

its ability to regulate the RhoA/Rock signaling pathway (Wang et al., 2012). Inconsistency 

of alpha crystallin's effect on axon regeneration was explained by different concentrations of 

alpha crystallin tested in these studies. The optimum concentration of alpha crystallins was 

determined to be 10−4 g/l; treatment with higher concentrations of this protein weakens its 

effect on neurite outgrowth (Wang et al., 2011).

7. HSP27 and HSP60 in RGC survival, regeneration and autoimmunity-

mediated degeneration

Upregulation of HSP60 and HSP27 have been reported in patients with glaucoma as well as 

in animal models of RGC degeneration induced by elevated IOP, optic nerve axotomy and 

ischemic injury. In patients with primary open-angle glaucoma and normal-pressure 

glaucoma, increased expression of HSP60 was observed in RGCs and photoreceptors, 

whereas HSP27 upregulation was present in the nerve fiber layer, RGCs and in optic nerve 

heads where it was associated with astroglial cells in the lamina cribrosa (Tezel et al., 2000). 

The increased expression of proteins was suggested to contribute to a cellular defense 

mechanism against stress or injury in glaucoma (Tezel et al., 2000). The levels of HSP60 

and HSP27 were also elevated in the inner retinal layers, especially in the ganglion cell and 

nerve fiber layer of monkeys with laser-induced glaucoma (Sakai et al., 2003). The 

expression of HSP27 was increased in RGCs and retinal astrocytes in rat OH model 

(Kalesnykas et al., 2007). A significant increase in total HSP27 (∼4-fold) and pHSP27 (∼2-

fold) was reported in the experimental rat glaucoma model and in DBA/2J mice with 

elevated IOP (∼3-fold and ∼2-fold for HSP27 and pHSP27, respectively; Huang et al., 

2007). HSP27 level was also elevated after acute pressure-induced ischemia (Windisch et al., 

2009). Upregulation of HSP27 in RGCs, glial cells of the optic tract, and astrocytes in the 

optic layer of the superior colliculus was observed after optic nerve axotomy (Krueger-Naug 

et al., 2002). Induction of HSP27 expression in axotomized RGC by intravitreal injection of 
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the 3-Hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA reductase inhibitor simvastatin improved RGC 

survival 7 and 14 days after optic nerve axotomy by approximately 90% and 20%, 

respectively (Kretz et al., 2006). Specific upregulation of HSP27 after ischemic 

preconditioning was strongly correlated with the protection of retinal function from ischemic 

injury (Li et al., 2003).

The mechanisms that initiate upregulation of HSPs in these models of RGC degeneration are 

most likely associated with proteotoxic stress. Axonal damage caused by ONC, ONT or OH 

severely alters the integrity and function of several vital cellular structures such as 

cytoskeleton, mitochondria and ER with resulting devastating consequences on protein 

homeostasis. The protein homeostasis (or proteostasis) is supported by a network of 

pathways that include: degradation - the ubiquitin proteasome and the ER–associated 

degradation systems; posttranslational modification -phosphorylation, acylation, and 

oxidation; and protein synthesis/folding/unfolding - ribosomes, the unfolded protein 

response (UPR) and HSF1 (Roth and Balch, 2011; Li et al., 2013; Díaz-Villanueva JF, Díaz-

Molina, 2015). ER stress appears to be a common neuronal response to axonal injury: ER 

stress and activation of UPR has been implicated in RGC degeneration caused by ONT 

(Pernet et al., 2012), ONC (Hu et al., 2012; Jiang et al., 2013; Yasuda et al., 2014; Lindsey et 

al., 2015) and OH (Doh et al., 2010; Shimazawa et al., 2007). HSF1, as one of the important 

sensors of proteotoxic stress, plays a critical role in the heat shock response network that 

regulates the expression of molecular chaperones, such as HSPs, as well as proteinases and 

other inducible genes for protection and recovery from diverse forms of environmental and 

physiological stress. Activation of HSF1 in response to disbalance of proteostasis (Fig. 3) 

can upregulate expression of various HSPs, including HSP60 and HSP27 in animals models 

of optic nerve injury. The involvement of alternative to classical HSF1-mediated 

transcriptional activation of HSP27 during retinal ischemic preconditioning was investigated 

since the expression levels of other HSPs were not affected by this experimental condition 

(Whitlock et al., 2005). It has been shown that CoCl2, an inducer of hypoxia-inducible 

factor-1 (HIF-1), upregulates HSP27 expression in cultured neurons and in vivo, supporting 

the idea of HIF1 regulation of HSP27 expression during ischemic preconditioning; HIF-1 

binding sites in the promoter region and in the first intron of the HSP27 gene were involved 

in gene expression in the presence of the CoCl2 (Whitlock et al., 2005). CoCl2-induced 

upregulation of HSP27 as well as electroporation-mediated delivery of this protein to retinal 

cells protected RGCs from ischemia-reperfusion injury (Whitlock et al., 2005; Yokoyama et 

al., 2001).

HSP60 and HSP27 are also involved in regeneration of injured RGCs. Upregulation of 

HSP60 was associated with RGC axon regeneration in retinal explants of rats with 

hereditary buphthalmos characterized by IOP elevation (Lasseck et al., 2007). The presence 

of antibodies against this protein in the culture medium prevented axonal growth, 

substantiating the functional relevance of HSP60 in RGC regeneration. HSP27 expression 

level was significantly correlated with axonal regeneration of mature RGCs after ONT; the 

number of HSP27-positive RGCs that extended new axons into the peripheral nerve 

autografts used in this study to stimulate regeneration of transected axons was five-fold 

higher compared to those that failed to regenerate (Hebb et al., 2006).
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These studies directly or indirectly associate the stress- or injury-induced upregulation of 

HSP27 and HSP60 with activation of cellular defense mechanism, which can be explained 

by the well established functions of these molecular chaperones in the regulation of 

cytoskeleton dynamics, cellular redox state and apoptotic death pathways. However, 

contrary to their role in protecting and repairing damaged cells, the increased levels of HSPs 

were proposed to recruit immune responses that may contribute to the progression of the 

diseases such as glaucoma (Tezel et al., 2004). Several lines of evidence supporting this 

hypothesis are presented below. Patients with either normal-pressure or primary open-angle 

glaucoma had an elevated serum immunoreactivity to HSP60 (Wax et al., 1998; 2001), 

HSP27 and alpha crystallins (Tezel et al., 1998; Wax et al., 2001). Increased titers of 

circulating antibodies against these proteins were suggested to be pathogenic in patients with 

an autoimmune form of glaucomatous neuropathy (Tezel et al., 2004). Antibodies against 

sHSPs can enter living cells by an endocytic mechanism and trigger apoptosis in ex vivo and 

in vitro retina models (Tezel et al., 1998; Tezel and Wax, 2000). It has been also shown that 

after internalization, HSP27 antibody binds to the actin cytoskeleton and causes 

depolymerization and proteolytic cleavage of actin (Tezel and Wax, 2000). Actin cleavage 

was decreased in the presence of a nonselective caspase inhibitor, which suggests an 

involvement of caspase activation in the proteolytic process mediated by HSP27 antibody. A 

marked shortening and disorganization of actin microfilaments after incubation of human 

retinal cells with HSP27 antibody were detected by electron microscopy. Taken together, the 

data suggest that exogenous HSP27 antibody may obstruct the ability of HSP27 to stabilize 

the actin cytoskeleton and consequently induce cell death (Tezel and Wax, 2000). Further 

support for the involvement of an autoimmune component in a subset of glaucoma, was 

demonstrated by immunization of rats with HSP27 and HSP60 that resulted in RGC 

degeneration and axon loss (Wax et al., 2008; Joachim et al., 2009; Joachim et al., 2010). A 

recently published study, however, found no significant difference in the serum levels of 

antibodies against human HSP60 between 35 NTG and 34 POAG subjects and 36 controls 

and concluded that their results “do not confirm the hypothesis that normal-tension 

glaucoma is associated with elevated blood levels of antibodies against human HSP60” 

(Grabska-Liberek et al., 2015). This apparent disagreement about the role of antibodies 

against HSP60 in glaucoma pathogenesis can be resolved if we accept that the autoimmune 

factor as proposed by Tezel and Wax is associated with a certain subset of glaucoma, which 

may have been underrepresented among patients included in the study by Grabska-Liberek 

et al. (2015).

8. Conclusion and future directions

Optic neuropathies and glaucoma in particular affects millions of people worldwide and if 

left untreated could lead to debilitating visual impairments due to damage to RGCs and their 

axons in the optic nerve (3-5). Current glaucoma treatment is limited to lowering of IOP and 

although it has been proven to be effective in slowing the progression of the disease in most 

patients, it is common for visual function to deteriorate despite successful IOP management. 

This dictates the necessity of developing alternative or complementary therapies to IOP 

reduction for this disease. Since the mechanisms responsible for glaucomatous damage are 

not well understood, multiple neuroprotective strategies targeting different pathways that 
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may be involved in this process were proposed and tested (8-15). Despite extensive studies 

in this direction during the last two decades and the accumulation of a wealth of information 

about RGC degeneration and neuroprotection in animal models, the research community is 

somewhat disappointed by the lack of substantial progress in developing new clinically 

relevant therapeutic approaches (16, 17). In our opinion, the major challenge for the 

development of clinically relevant therapy for preserving RGCs from glaucomatous 

neurodegeneration is the multifactorial nature of this disease. Risk factors sufficient for or 

contributing to the development of the disease may vary by glaucoma type and from patient 

to patient within the same subtype of the disease, as well as in the same individual during the 

course of the disease. These factors determine not only the likelihood of developing the 

disease, but also the severity and the rate of its progression. Some of the cellular factors that 

are commonly associated with the pathogenesis of glaucoma include biomechanical stress, 

oxidative stress, axonal transport failure, insufficient nutrient supply, autoimmunity, and 

glial cell dysfunction. The most recognizable risk factor, IOP, even when within a normal 

range, could be a sufficient or contributing factor associated with RGC damage.

The multifactorial nature of glaucoma pathogenesis could be addressed by the stimulation of 

cellular defense mechanisms such as heat shock response that will involve the induction of 

HSPs including HSP70 and alpha crystallins in RGCs as well as in other ocular and non-

ocular tissues involved in glaucoma pathogenesis. HSP70 and alpha crystallins have been 

recognized for their ability to protect cells from an array of stress stimuli by inhibiting 

multiple apoptotic cell death pathways, stabilizing the cellular cytoskeleton, preventing 

possible protein misfolding/unfolding/aggregation, and assisting in the disposal of damaged 

or defective proteins. Results of our studies and studies from other researchers provide 

strong support for HSP70's and alpha crystallins' RGC protective effects after systemic or 

ocular induction of these proteins in various animal models of RGC degeneration. With 

respect to potential clinical applications of an HSP-based strategy, both gene therapy and 

pharmacological approaches can provide an enduring neuroprotection, which is essential in 

chronic neurodegenerative diseases such as glaucoma. That being said, the pharmacological 

induction of HSPs appears to be more appropriate than a viral-mediated approach since it 

can be administered non-invasively (orally for instance vs intravitreal injection); the 

treatment regimen can easily be modified or interrupted if necessary; and the systemic 

induction of HSP70 or crystallin expression may exert their benefits by targeting both ocular 

and non-ocular tissues including trabecular meshwork and glial cells in the retina, as well as 

neurons in the central visual system, lateral geniculate nucleus and primary visual cortex, 

that are known to contribute to RGC dysfunction and death in glaucoma (He et al., 2008; 

Sacca and Izzotti, 2008; Yücel et al., 2001; Yücel, 2013; Chen et al., 2013). Alternatively, to 

address possible concerns related to exposure of vital organs to HSP-inducing agents, 

sustained delivery of HSP inducers to ocular tissues could be achieved by intravitreal 

implants. The ocular delivery of these drugs would make even more sense in patients with 

no involvement of CNS neurons in pathogenesis of their disease.

In conclusion, we believe that an approach that targets various mechanisms which support 

the integrity and normal function of RGCs, as well as other cells that are known to 

participate in glaucomatous neurodegeneration, HSP-mediated neuroprotection could be an 

effective therapeutic strategy regardless of the diverse molecular pathways which are likely 
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associated with glaucoma pathogeneses. Since the functional loss of RGCs may precede the 

RGCs' physical loss by years (Ventura et al., 2006; Banitt et al., 2013), we have an 

opportunity not only to preserve the existing RGC population but also rescue injured cells 

and restore their function.
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Abbreviations

17-AAG 17-allylamino-17-demethoxygeldanamycin

AAV adeno-associated virus

AD Alzheimer disease

Aβ amyloid-β

ER endoplasmic reticulum

GCL ganglion cell layer
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GFP green fluorescent protein

GGA geranylgeranylacetone

HD Huntington disease

HSF heat shock factor

HSP heat shock protein

HSV Herpes simplex virus

IF intermediate filament

IOP intraocular pressure

MF microfilaments

MPTP 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine

MT microtubule

OH ocular hypertension

ONC optic nerve crush

ONT optic nerve transection

PD Parkinson disease

polyQ polyglutamine

RGC retinal ganglion cell

SBMA spinobulbar muscular atrophy

SCA spinocerebellar ataxia

Sirt sirtuin

TF transcription factor
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Figure 1. 
Chaperone-assisted protein folding. In the early phase of newly synthesized protein folding, 

HSP40 attached to ribosomes (rHSP40) activate and direct cytosolic HSP70 to elongating 

polypeptides. This co-translational chaperoning may be sufficient for the folding of many 

proteins. HSP70 also assist post-translational protein folding. Furthermore, HSP70 can 

direct some proteins to HSP90, for the late phase of folding. Protein misfolding and 

aggregation caused by stresses can be limited by HSP90, HSP70 and HSP27. The misfolded 

proteins can be refolded by the refolding activity of HSP70. Proteins that cannot be refolded 

are directed to the proteasome for degradation. HSP70 is also required for protein 

translocation across intracellular membranes (endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria, 

lysosomes) and import into and export out of the nucleus.
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Figure 2. 
HSPs suppress several intrinsic and extrinsic pathways of apoptotic cell death. The intrinsic 

mitochondrial pathway of apoptosis can be inhibited by HSP70 at several levels: 1) upstream 

of the mitochondria, HSP70 modulates the activation of stress-activated kinases such as Akt, 

JNK or ERK; 2) at the mitochondrial level, HSP70 prevents mitochondrial membrane 

permeabilization by interaction with BAX and thus, controlling the release of cytochrome c; 

3) downstream of mitochondria, HSP70 can interact with apoptosis protease-activating 

factor-1 (Apaf-1) and consequently, inhibit recruitment of procaspase-9 to the apoptosome; 

4) regulation of the enzymatic activity of caspase-activated DNase (CAD). HSP70-mediated 

inhibition of extrinsic pathway involves: 1) interaction with the death receptors (DR4 and 

DR5); 2) inhibition of Bid cleavage and consequently, the activation of the mitochondria 

pathway; 3) binding to apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF) and thus blocking caspase-

independent apoptosis; 4) inhibition of cathepsin release by stabilizing lysosome 

membranes. Cell protective functions of alpha crystallins are associated with interactions of 

alpha A (αA) and alpha B (αB) with pro-apoptotic factors, such as Bax and Bcl-Xs, as well 

as interactions between αA and caspase 6 and between αB and caspase 3.
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Figure 3. 
HSF1 activation and attenuation. HSF1 in unstressed cells exists in the cytoplasm as an 

inactive monomer whose activity is repressed by interaction with HSP90, HSP70 and HSP40 

as well as phosphorylation on S303 and S307 residues. Upon stress or in the presence of 

HSP90 inhibitors, HSP90 dissociates from HSF1/HSP70/HSP40 complex, allowing HSF1 

trimerization and translocation into the nucleus where it binds to heat shock elements (HSE) 

in the promoters of stress-induced genes. Post-translational modifications, such as 

phosphorylation and sumoylation, are involved in regulating the transactivation capacity of 

HSF1. HSF1 attenuation involves negative feedback from HSPs, which represses the 

transactivation of DNA-bound HSF1 and the acetylation of K80 in the DNA binding domain 

(DBD), which inhibits HSF1 DNA binding.
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Figure 4. 
Axonal degeneration at 7 days after IOP elevation. A. Electron microscopic examination 

revealed degenerating axons with various features close to the level of lamina cribrosa in the 

optic nerve head such as accumulation of condensed (*) and swollen (double arrowheads) 

intra-axonal organelles, and myelin degeneration (double arrows). B. Scattered swollen axon 

with expanded axoplasm (*) and accumulation of myellin materials (arrowhead), swollen 

mitochondria (double arrows), and dilated membrane-bounded organelle (arrow).
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Figure 5. 
17-AAG (17-N-allylamino-17-demethoxygeldanamycin; Tanespimycin), an HSP90 

inhibitor, induces expression of HSP70. A. Structures of geldanamycin and its derivative 17-

AAG used as HSP90 inhibitors. B. Western blot analysis of HSP70 in retinal extracts from 

ONC and uninjured rats treated with vehicle or 17-AAG showed a significant change in 

HSP70 expression level associated with the administration of 17-AAG. Protein were 

quantified 2 weeks after ONC. A single intravitreal injection of 17-AAG or vehicle was 

given on the day of ONC. Lanes: 1, vehicle; 2, 17-AAG; 3, ONC/vehicle; 4, ONC/17-AAG. 

C. Quantitative analysis of HSP70 expression in retinas of animals treated with 17-AAG. In 

17-AAG-treated animals with and without optic nerve injury (blue bars), HSP70 expression 

was upregulated about 2.2 fold (*P=0.01; n=6) compared to vehicle-injected uninjured and 

ONC animals (green bars). 17-AAG had no significant effect on expression levels of HSP90, 

HSF1 or HSF2.
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Figure 6. 
RBPMS is an RGC marker. A. Rbpms immunohistochemistry in the retina sections and its 

co-localization with retrogradely labeled RGCs. B. Immunohistochemical co-localization of 

Rbpms expression with commonly used RGC markers, Thy-1 and neurofilament H (NF-H) 

and neuronal marker, III β-tubulin. Approximately 97%, 95% and 96% of Rbpms-positive 

cells were also stained with III β-tubulin, NF-H or Thy-1, respectively. C. Rbpms 

immunohistochemistry in the whole mount retina and its co-localization with retrogradely 

labeled RGCs. Large irregularly shaped cells, as well as cells with smaller somas were 

among the labeled cells. Rbpms staining is present in the nucleus but is predominantly 

localized in the cytoplasm. Almost 100% (over 99.5%) of cells labeled by FG were also 

Rbpms positive irrespective of their location relative to the optic nerve head. FG, 

Fluorogold; ONL outer nuclear layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; and GCL, ganglion cell 

layer.
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Figure 7. 
AAV2-mediated GFP expression in the retina. (B) GFP fluorescence was observed in RGC 

axons and somas 4 weeks after intravitreal administration of AAV2-GFP. Regional GFP 

expression was present in the inferior (a), temporal (b), inferior-temporal (c) and inferior-

nasal (d) retina. GFP-positive cells were detected primarily in superior (e) and inferior (f) 

retina. A few GFP-positive axons were noted in the temporal and nasal retina.
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Figure 8. 
In situ analysis of the alpha and beta crystallin expression in the retina. The expression of 

crystallins alpha A (αA), alpha B (αB), beta A1/A3 (βA1/A3), beta A2 (βA2), beta A4 

(βA4), and beta B2 (βB2) was primarily observed in the ganglion cell layer (GCL). 

Relatively weak staining can also be seen in the inner nuclear layer (INL) and, to a much 

lesser degree, in the outer nuclear layer (ONL). Crystallin positive cells in the GCL were 

colocalized with RGCs retrogradely labeled with Fluorogold (FG).
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Figure 9. 
In situ analysis of alpha A and alpha B crystallin expression in control and axotomized 

retinas. In control retinas, alpha A (αA) and alpha B (αB) crystallin-positive cells were 

observed primarily in the GCL and INL. In the GCL, crystallin-positive were colocalized 

with RGCs retrogradely labeled with FG. Very few crystallin-positive cells and retrogradely 

labeled RGCs were present in the GCL two weeks after optic nerve axotomy.
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Figure 10. 
Effect of alpha A and alpha B crystallin overexpression on RGC survival injured by ONT. A. 

At day 7, RGC protective effect of alpha A (αA) and alpha B (αB) crystallin overexpression 

was about 40%. ONT (n=5) vs. ONT+αA (n=7), *P=0.004; ONT+EGFP (n=6) vs. ONT

+αA (n=7), **P=0.003; ONT (n=5) vs. ONT+αB (n=6), *P=0.006; and ONT+EGFP (n = 6) 

vs. ONT+αB (n=6), **P=0.004. B. Approximately a 95% and 75% increase in the RGC 

survival mediated by αA and αB overexpression, respectively, was observed two weeks after 

ONT. ONT (n=9) vs. ONT+αA (n=8), *P=0.001; ONT+EGFP (n=5) vs. ONT+αA (n=8), 

**P=0.003; ONT (n=9) vs. ONT+αB (n=8), *P=0.001; and ONT+EGFP (n=5) vs. ONT+αB 

(n=8), **P = 0.003. C. FG-labeled RGCs in nontransfected, EGFP, αA and αB transfected 

retinas two weeks after ONT.
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